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One Thread to the Garment

Like poor math, it niggles

burrowed in the brain. Queer

unease - really funny like

and gaslights me sincere

Until I believe it

as they might do. Perhaps.

The shy everyday   

like dug in, thin bra straps.

Held up. Serviceable

to the tie, collar, cuffs

sweaty in cigar smoke

who smugly wipes the snuff

from reddish noses coke

burned in luxury life. 

This ‘accessible’ pride,

while some need baseline.

Wails of a wounded game 

bird, alive just enough

to spit in hunter’s eye

appalled by offence done
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and forgotten after.

What bird? What spit? What eye?

Nothing done to the bird

wailing like it might die.

There was no hunter, says

said reformed hunter - blood

drying on tie, collar

and cuffs. Address new birds.

They’ll think it’s jam, at first.

The opportunities

weave over wings like flight

needs a permit and squeeze.

The bird trained to grow cold

as it pecks it’s own flesh 

and cook hot when questioned

why the scars? the distress?

When your wings were freely

offered? Worse yet, other

birds of all colours, shapes

and sounds will come smother
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with the same rhetoric

weaponised similar

bound wings, all arguing

their own wounds much simpler

than you, starved yet plump bird,

can’t fight or - best - undo.

How one string, one, is wrapped, 

called normal for us - you.

Weaved as string to garment.

the plucking up to peck

down. Tearing the flesh through

strings of the weave too big

to figure out. It’s fluff

deceptive to the mess

of complexity tied

betwixt reason and less

clarity to do so.

Weaved in a worldly string

we tug and pull and groan

at the fresh angry lines. 
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Sitting naive, pretty 

birdie looked so lonely

and a hunter to gain

observed his prey closely   

Twittered praises, nice string,

Hunter’s fingers to use.

The pretty birdie squawks

but the hunter can’t lose.

Prey plays dead, he plays dumb

so well birdie feels kind

to the sensitive beast.

Beast deeply cruel in mind. 

He’ll train at any cost

‘cause birdie’s the one who’s

paying. Misdirected

strength, compassion abuse

and patience his playground 

to nick at the sickly 

bird body, feathers thin 

and skin speckled. Quickly
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surreal. Hurt birdie begs      

her keeper for better 

treatment. What treatment, bird?

What keeper? What better? 

Birdie’s forgot flight now,

thin veiled threats and love bombs

to distract and pretend

that nice lies will right wrongs

but it’s bull, birdie knows

so the gaslighting blows

up and the guilt tripping 

works enough. The pain slows

and the weave just loosens 

to let this birdie breathe 

a ready tug saved for 

tomorrow. Sleep with me.

Come on, pretty birdie,

I’m hard for you, love you.

Disgusting, in hindsight, 

the training lies here too. 
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At first the foreplay dies

to the point birdie begs 

‘cause  - last time - injury

joined the bedroom. Her legs

are tired since he never 

works. He wants it, he smiles,

he gets mad when she asks 

not to ride. All the while

 

his human masturbate toy 

wonders if he loves her

and mourns a limited 

sex life. Her chore over.

Without want, it’s rape, right?

It’s that simple, she’s sure, 

but it’s all so confused

in the gas light so sure.

The bedroom turns scary 

how heard is birdie’s song

when the squawk is louder

and ignored. Remain strong,
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Words undeniable,

No. The answer is no.

I do not consent. No.

Don’t you try it. Clear, no? 

Soft promises of care

that he understands squawks 

and no such harm will come.

He promises he heard.

Yet pretty birdie is

kissed and gut full of dread

wishful thinking hostage

of her safety in bed.

 

But he pleads and kisses

her neck, rubs like a mutt

and she hopes things have changed.

Used in favour of rut.

He paws at her tied up 

wings, he kisses her bare

skin between dead feathers

stuck out - wrong - without care.
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He promises it won’t 

happen, again, and scared,

nerves fussy, she quiets

them. Just her body ‘shared’.

The hunter first pretends

like he won’t break his word  

only to excite her

before trapping his bird.

Squawk, squawk, squawk! Like this does

any good. He insists 

and she flaps her wings 

de-wrangling her poor wrists!

Frightened and nerves on high

she almost leaves the cage

and cries at her work desk

with it’s own strings, crap wage,

barely enough to keep

her roof and she’s trying.

The hunter calls, reminds

they can fix things, stop crying.
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He says he hates that he’s

hurt you this way, don’t leave.

The cage persists, the weave 

too far woven so grieve 

for an early escape 

stolen by social strings 

too well wrapped in what

poor morality brings.

When birdie, tense and hurt,

accepts kisses in bruised

hope and he teases just

right. Bang. Birdie reused.

She squawks and flaps her wings

again. It’s the again

that makes it hard to breathe.

Again, that’s right, again!

Words return to say no,

No. The answer is no.

I do not consent. No.

Don’t try it, beast. Clear, no?
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Birdie counts the hopes dashed

and on the ninth again 

she stops squawking, only

flaps her wings. Again. Again.

Birdie counts the hopes dashed

and on the seventeenth 

she doesn’t flap her wings.

She lies like prey beneath 

the beast and, despite her

clear ‘no’, despite the past

of squawks and wings flapping,

now prize in hunt’s craft.

Birdie lays, still, barely 

breathing, no moving, look

away, turn away. Stare

at the wall - not the crook

trespassing in body

not freely offered up.

Brain blank and too busy

as birdie might throw up.
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The beast tries to pull her

into a kiss over

her cold shoulder, barely

contact as she covers

herself in stern distance.

Ridiculous, he rapes,

yet she feels the ask to

kiss is what shakes an scrapes

her psyche. It’s own lie.

He offers affection

as he rapes and it’s strange.

Behaviour dissection:

As he takes, birdie thinks.

The beast might know his harm,

that he beckoned closer

his prey to be chewed calm

and, with wings so tangled,

unfit to act on fright.

That hunters speak of love   

like animals will bite.
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Clarity, birdie feels

but her duty backfires 

in kindness and due care

strong enough to not tire

to think how she can help.

This tax on good conscience  

is flawed. The beast as played 

dumb, incompetent, plus

he can’t be so evil,

can he? This man in bed 

with birdie, a monster?

The real worse than her head’s

conjuring of safety.

Birdie would rather think

she lays with a dumb beast

than a cruel man and sink

hole of her time and love,

her strength and compassion.

She would rather this rut

stay rut rather than rape. 
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That the beast is too dull

minded to understand

that he lacked her consent.

It’s crazy, scary, land

to be his birdie in  

gaslit so brightly, blind

and kept so tightly caged

abuse yet undefined

to birdie! Somehow, in

trauma, she sleepwalks back

in tears and harsh hiccups 

to his teeth - blood stained jam

her eyes have been trained not

to see. The beast never 

hunts quite like that again. 

But she’s given up ever 

 

asking for a kind life

in the bedroom . She’s scared.

It’s plain and she does the 

work till the knee pain flares.
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In trauma she laments

passionate love making

and knows she’s already lost

credit. Birdie’s faking

her orgasms with her 

rapist - like it didn’t 

happen. The beast claws in

to her home too when skint

of cash. Another tug

on the strings from the weave

bigger than just birdie 

wings clipped so she can’t leave.

Beast settles in the den,

make her cry whenever 

no safe seconds, he roars

and bite marks to savour

litter home. Door slam, hit

walls, pick pick pick at time,

energy, esteem, end

of joy, abusive slime 
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slithers around to wet

surfaces to slip up.

Blame faller for the fall.

No evidence enough

when beast claws grip cheap rug

edges - pull - unsteady 

birdie’s feet. Ever on 

back foot - over ready

in nerves for the beast’s roars,

crying on kitchen floor 

tiles. Cracked vinyl chips

away as she picks more 

and more to pass time off

the mind, riddled and tired

of circles run in good,

poor aimed, conscience unearned.  

Abuse stands alone. Might

in the hand that can play

with it’s food. Masterful 

to make their scared prey stay.
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Bit worse before better.

Fight or flight - sugar soothes 

and flabby pink cushion 

makes it harder to move

without the judgemental 

eyes that it’s all birdies 

fault and a lesser bird 

for it. Nonsense but real

when practised in cruel hands.

Asthma wheezes, chronic 

pain flares. If birdie coos,

breathes, he runs to salt-lick

with scrunched face and angry

spit through teeth by the hiss

and roar. Work in morning

and the blames on the miss.

A hidden miracle 

this distance. Couch sleeper.

Pain flares worse but rest comes

and breathing in deeper
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clarity - again - soon

the pitiful sex stops 

like an autonomy 

returned. Body weary,

 

birdie sits betwixt free

and trapped. A wall away

safer in den corner.

Relationship doomsday

approaches, like a tick,

tick, ticking - sand runs sheer.

Recalling how to count 

and she counts all her fears

counts scars - invisible 

marks she knows where to look.

Fact known a long time, in 

theory, raped. What more took

List long but it hits now

different. Paradigm 

shift. X-Ray vision through 

this so-called ‘dumb’ foul grime
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hunter, animal skin

charm coat to inspire warm 

pity. Sweet breeze within

beautiful welcome storm.

At first like a flower 

stem snap! tiny and calm, 

subtle and free. Not quite 

right but close in the palm

gripping threads - new control.

Learning in real time as

hear the beast beyond

the wall divider stand

dainty steps - too quiet,

are these acts theatrics?

By the door - still hover, 

a slow motion eclipse 

in birdie’s brain, seeing

lies for terrifying 

truths of foul character.

Dark illuminating 
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salvation. After pause

beast in sudden crass burst

dramatics, studio

lights on blast, well rehearsed  

as complaints ‘found’ to scream

but birdie sits calm, perched,

no squawk. Only open

eyes. Hunting tactics scorched 

in earth for prey’s reading

pleasure and instruction.

The strings loosen. Sore wings

wiggle - ached seduction 

to fly. New lowering bar

spits ‘spiteful vicious cunt’

as though peck peck peck - flesh

unmarked. Beast’s ending hunt

on horizon. Then think 

sensation of a thread, 

small snap in troubled gut

eased by caged-ship well left.
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Eased by curious tug.

Fair - innocent eye sight 

upon cruel winter

blood spots in snowfall bright

by hunter’s aim. Not jam!

Eureka! Not jam, not

flower stem either! Not

thread snap! Thread that falls free, 

instead, satisfying 

unweaving, niggling, small

string flittering about 

on sleeve’s edge against sprawl

of larger garment. One

fabric wrongfully deemed

when built by thread around

thread, structured by weak seams

invisible to be

not undone by worn, used

fingers realising

their worth, unearned abuse 
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by virtue of thread like 

manipulatable 

potential. No more, sir.

Pronouns debatable. 

Birdie’s hunter penised,

bearded, dull-browed, man’s man,

man, narcissistic boy

in grownup’s clothes with plan

for trained birdie wifey 

sad but smiles anyway

for slivers of life ease.

Prison breakout that day!

Brother-sister birdie’s 

hunter’s by any type

sting strung around good wings

interwoven - prescribed 

to definitions - sex

gender, age, colour, race

intersects, religions,

class, ability, place
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strings of attractiveness,

colour, pattern, age and 

wear, factory error,

slogans by print, price tag!

We are taught in error

the hard - faux - foundation,

not only in her escape, 

but bird liberation

from the cage. Dismantle 

a detangle, wrangle

free beautiful wings wide

to fly despite mangle. 

The privileged un-pained:

the seams, cuffs and collar.

Realise, without weave,

hear gaslit holler. Look.

Well, don’t they look silly?


